
Escape Wife 551 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 551 How Could They Be So Similar 

"No, Miss Finger, you should know that there are a few more people here. This pass card is very rare." 

Fiona's words made Nicole laugh. 

"Yes, a few more people did come, but they probably won't buy one from you. They do have a lot of 

money, but it won't cost much to buy a pass on a formal occasion, will it?" 

Fiona was embarrassed about Nicole's words. 

"Miss Finger, you must know that to buy one here is definitely easier than to buy one outside." 

"But it costs more here." 

"We can discuss about it." 

Nicole looked at Fiona as if she was considering it. 

"Miss Finger, what about this? I'll give you a price ten percent more than that in the Dungeon. You 

should at least let me earn some money, right?" Fiona smiled. 

Nicole understood that Fiona's pass didn't sell well. But why? 

Nicole was doubtful. "I'm a little puzzled. Is this pass real? Why do you insist on selling it to me?" 

There seemed to be something in Fiona's mind that she found it hard to disclose. 

"What? Manager Fiona doesn't want to say? Fine. I can buy a pass card in the Dungeon anyway." 

As she spoke, Nicole was about to turn around and leave. 

"Miss Finger!" 

Fiona hurriedly stopped her. 

"Manager Fiona, what are you doing?" 

"To tell the truth, Miss Finger, those who came today are all familiar with this place. They are familiar 

with everything here, so they naturally won't buy a pass from me. On the contrary, if they go to the 

Dungeon, they can get some discounts. I thought this is your first time here. The examination in the 

Dungeon will be very strict. At that time, you might not be able to pass the examination and you might 

not be able to get in. Although you spend more money buying one pass from me, you can enter freely. 

I'm helping you save you a lot of time. So, Miss Finger, it would definitely be a wise choice for you to buy 

it from me." 

"Your pass shouldn't be fake, right? What if I won't be able to get in and I'll be driven out? I have spent 

money, and I can't get in. Then why should I buy it from you?" 

Nicole looked extremely conflicted. 



Fiona said, "No, no. I can bring Miss Finger there. With my guidance and the pass, Miss Finger will 

definitely be fine." 

"Well, let me think about it." 

Nicole once again showed a very conflicted expression. 

"Well, five percent. I'll take half a percent more than the Dungeon, okay?" 

Nicole saw hope from Fiona's eagerness. 

She pretended to be helpless and said, "Alright, I'll buy it from Manager Fiona for the sake of finding the 

seal for me. There's no need for five percent. There aren't poor people here. I'll still give you ten percent 

more, but you have to make sure that I can get into the Dungeon." 

"No problem, absolutely no problem!" 

Fiona nodded over ecstasy. 

paid with 

a smile appeared on her 

Finger, take it. If you need anything else, just tell me. I will definitely 

won't forget 

the pass and put it in her 

me. In case anyone sees it and finds out 

for a moment, and then smiled, "Yes, I didn't think of that. Thank you for reminding 

Fiona sent the 

Fiona sent her was exactly the same as what Lucas had sent 

the entrance 

into the pocket and gave Fiona a piece of jade. She said, "Thank you Manager Fiona, but it's best not to 

let anyone 

saw that it was a priceless piece of 

not understand. This jade bracelet looked nice. One could tell it was definitely not ordinary 

narrowed into 

Finger is so 

at the jade and hurriedly put it 

"Manager Fiona, this jade bracelet was bought for 30 million. As the saying goes, wealth should be kept 

to oneself. There are surveillance cameras everywhere. What 

it, but Fiona immediately 



I have to go to the surveillance room 

smart. It's best to delete all this part 

made Fiona keep 

Miss Finger, I'll go to the surveillance room 

"Go." 

Nicole waved her hand. 

leave anxiously, a cunning light flashing through 

knew her, and she couldn't let Ancestor see her face no matter 

returned to her 

In this remote small 

all kinds 

message and asked her how she was 

and then turned off the phone. At this critical 

dress and went straight to 

sorts of people were lining 

saw Josh sitting 

What should she do? 

she gonna meet Ancestor 

figuring out what to do, 

"Who's that?" 

tell you that there are rules in this Dungeon. Anyone who goes in must wear a mask to avoid 

flattering appearance made Nicole feel a little nauseous. However, when she saw that some people did 

not wear masks, 

care if others see their faces and aren't afraid that others will know what they bought here. Miss Finger 

is different. You are from a remote area, 

It seemed that God was helping her, but it couldn't 

I'll 

"Thank you, Miss Finger." 

expression made 

whispered, "Do I still need to take off the mask when I pass through the 



Finger, just take 

Chapter 552 I'm Here for Someone 

"Thief? Where is the thief?" 

The people beside him immediately became nervous. 

Nicole quickly checked her pocket and found her phone was still there, but the seal she had just 

retrieved was gone. 

Shit! 

The seal was very important. Although it was an English name, it was enough to represent one's status. 

Nicole was very anxious, but everyone was panicked, making it impossible for her to move forward. 

When the waiter saw this, he reported it to the security. 

The surrounding bodyguards quickly rushed over. 

Nicole could not move. She could only stand there although she was very anxious. 

It was only when the security captain brought his men over that order was kept. 

"What's going on?" 

"Captain, this lady lost something. She said that a thief passed by just now." 

The waiter said to the captain. 

The captain glanced at Nicole and asked, "What did you lose?" 

"A rosewood seal." 

The captain frowned slightly when hearing this. 

"A seal?" 

"Yes!" 

"Why are you taking a seal with when you go out?" 

"Who says I can't take a seal with me when I go out?" 

The atmosphere between Nicole and the captain instantly became tense. 

The surrounding people were watching this when suddenly someone said this. 

"Things can be stolen in the Dungeon. Shouldn't we bring a safe with us next time? There hasn't been 

such a thing before." 

"That's right. Although the seal isn't worth much, it's still a personal item. Who knows what the thief 

might do with it?" 

The captain knitted his brows even harder when he heard what the people around him said. 



"Alright, alright. I will handle this. Lady, please leave your information and I'll contact you later if we find 

the seal." 

Nicole told her contact information. This was her phone number in the name of someone else, so she 

definitely couldn't find her. 

This episode passed quickly. 

People were dispersed, and Nicole was led to the NO. 3 Private Room by the waiter. 

"Ma'am, here's your key. There's everything there. If there's anything need to be auctioned, just press 

the button." 

"I see." 

Nicole took the key and walked in. 

She noticed that there was someone in the room as soon as she entered. 

"Who?" 

Nicole subconsciously wanted to make a move, but someone covered her mouth from behind. 

"Hush! Don't talk! I'll be right here in a moment." 

a 

was slightly stunned. She could feel the fragrance of Chanel perfume on the woman behind 

perfume very much, so she frowned as she made 

let you go. Can you not call 

Nicole nodded. 

want to cause any 

the woman loosened her hand, Nicole turned 

It was her! 

who was captured by Josh at the door! 

look so much like 

subconsciously asked this, 

"You can tell that I look like you even 

see you 

slightly 

She didn't expect this. 

her IQ had also dropped when she came 



woman saw half of her face, Nicole took off her mask. Standing together, they were too 

my 

to death the moment she 

"You think too much." 

looked at what was happening below. The auction didn't begin yet. She poured herself a glass of water 

and 

"Thank you!" 

all in one gulp, not at all 

head. The 

kind of 

it again, then sat down and said, "Are you the one they want to catch? After all, I 

don't know 

Nicole wouldn't admit it. 

had plastic surgery? You actually made yourself look like me! Shouldn't it be that you have secretly 

fallen 

Nicole was utterly speechless. 

with the surgery. I didn't know I 

"Who is he?" 

want to say it. Although she had broken off 

"What is your name?" 

Nicole changed the topic. 

slightly stunned and said, "My 

was true or false, 

"What's your name?" 

"Marina Finger." 

want to expose herself and still said this fake 

Finger? I don't seem to know anyone surnamed 

about this. Her gaze was always 

bottom, and the customers rotated from bottom to top and they were divided into several floors 

according to the hierarchy. The higher they sat, the more honorable their status was. Nicole was 

currently on 



your first time 

a little boring, Adela asked 

"Yep!" 

pay attention to her, so she could only 

my first time. I thought I could find someone who comes 

Nicole was slightly stunned. 

"Buy a person?" 

you know that everything can be auctioned here? I'm here for 

of melancholy and sadness 

seemed to have seen 

"You threaten me?" 

Nicole was angry. 

was angry, Adela hurriedly said, 

"I don't have time." 

that was very similar to herself, she really 

out her finger and gently grabbed Nicole's clothes. "Please, I can pay as much as 

think I'm 

a cold 

"No." 

a little 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 553 Stunning Beauty 

Just as Nicole was about to say something to Adela, Adela suddenly grabbed her hand and said, "It's 

him!" 

A person was brought out in the auction hall and looked very handsome. If Adela hadn't said it in 

advance, Nicole would have thought that it was a woman, who was so beautiful that could cause the 

downfall of cities and countries. 

"Is he a man?" 

Adela hurriedly nodded. 

"Yes. His name is Laurence." 



Adela's hadn't taken her eyes off from him since Laurence came out. 

The host on the stage began to introduce. 

"Everyone, be careful. This beauty is rare in the world. Her blood is blue, the same color as his hair. It is 

said that his blood can be used as medicine. And look at him. His appearance is also rare in the world." 

Laurence was pushed onto the stage. His entire body was powerless. His eyes were staring at the host 

fiercely, but even so, his gaze was still charming. 

"I bid five million." 

Someone's started to bid. 

"I'll pay 5.5 million!" 

The people below started to force up their prices. 

Nicole looked at Laurence below. This was the first time she knew that there was such a person in the 

world. Not to mention whether he was beautiful or not, she had even never heard of the blue blood. 

"Is his blood really blue?" 

Nicole looked at Adela. 

Tears dropped from Adela's eyes as she bit her lower lip. "Yes." He actually had a very bitter life. He was 

taken to the lab before he was born. His mother died in the experiment, and he survived by laparotomy, 

but his blood was blue. My dad said it was a genetic change or something, and I don't understand. They 

all said that Laurence's blood could be used as medicine. Ever since he was a kid, he had grown up in the 

strange eyes of others. I wanted him to leave. Who knew that he could be captured by these people?" 

Nicole looked at Laurence. 

His complexion was terrifyingly white, like snow. 

If he was a normal person, his skin would definitely not be in such a color. 

The host rolled up Laurence's sleeves. On his fair skin, blue blood vessels could be clearly seen. 

The bid was even higher. 

"Please, Marina, as long as you can help me buy him, you can ask me to do anything for you." 

Adela cried so hard. 

Nicole whispered, "His bid has been rising. You know this price is not something we can predict." 

"Please, okay? I beg you." 

Adela grabbed Nicole's hand, and her desiring gaze made Nicole feel a little sad. 

Perhaps Adela was afraid that Nicole wouldn't bid, she gritted her teeth and said, "Laurence has another 

ability, which is he has very acute sense of smell. As long as he smells the scent of your husband, he will 

definitely be able to help you find him." 



a person or 

that 

I'm not 

Adela hurriedly said. 

I can promise you to help you buy him, but you have to promise me that he can help me find 

"Definitely!" 

Adela hurriedly nodded. 

to help Adela. At least, 

bidding price had been rising all along, but Nicole did not say anything. When the final bid was 

about to be auctioned by others, Nicole 

pay ten million 

moment she said this, the bidders were extremely 

pay a hundred 

I'll pay ten thousand 

Nicole continued to bid. 

clearly, but because of the light, and the design of the 

add a hundred 

"One million." 

as if 

other bidder 

Laurence 

price was ten million. Nicole could tell that she didn't have that much money, but now that things 

to the door of Nicole's 

please pay up. No pay no goods. This beauty belongs to you as 

at the host, wishing he could use his 

seeing such a gaze, and he was also numb. He didn't 

took out her phone and walked out. She directly scanned their 

was charged from Samuel's 



tied Laurence to Nicole and said, "Ma'am, he's been injected with drugs. He will feel weak within twelve 

hours. This is the antidote. You only need to give him an injection of the antidote. However, I have to 

remind you that we are not responsible for the 

don't care about anything else as long as we leave here, do you? Then how do I know what you 

said flirtatiously, like a 

issue a health certificate. If you are worried, we will have someone examine him on the 

is yours. Whatever you say is fine. I'd better bring him back 

please take care 

host's words 

to be 

Nicole, but he was helpless and could only be taken 

won't stay with you. You've spent ten 

his voice sounded as if a jade pearl landed 

her own love, she would 

He was really beautiful! 

beautiful, but Nicole really felt that there was nothing that could 

said. Otherwise I really won't give you to 

Nicole said indifferently. 

that Nicole did not have the same expression as the others. Instead, she was calm enough. He 

meeting people's eyes since he was young. He could 

if she wasn't greedy, why would she 

are you going to 

"Laurence!" 

Chapter 554 Just Follow Me 

"Alright, I will definitely do what I promised you." 

Adela earnestly promised. 

"No! It's too dangerous. Adela can't stay here." 

Laurence disagreed in any case. 

Nicole sneered, "Adela can't be here anymore? Adela and I had a deal and this is required to bid for you. 

It's fine if you can't pay me back. Anyway, I don't lack money. But do you want to go back on your word 

now? Do you really think I'm a pushover?" 



"No, Miss Finger, don't be angry. Laurence is worried about me. But it doesn't matter. I can do it, really!" 

Adela quickly pulled Laurence and whispered, "I look very similar to her so I accepted Nicole's condition 

to save you. Laurence, let me do something for you." 

"But..." 

"Listen to me, they don't dare to do anything to me. My father will save me. You can go with them and 

don't worry about me. I have Nicole's pass card and I can leave by myself." 

Although Adela was weak, she sounded firm. 

Nicole said nothing, nor did she want to know who Adela's father was. Now, Nicole only wanted to find 

Samuel as soon as possible. 

Laurence looked at Adela and said after a long time, "You must be careful." 

"Yes, I will!" 

Adela smiled brightly. 

Nicole knew that it was a lover's smile. 

"Alright, I'm leaving. You guys can do whatever you want." 

Nicole gave her mask and pass card to Adela. 

The moment Nicole took off her mask, Laurence saw her face and was stunned. Even if Laurence was 

prepared, he didn't expect Nicole and Adela were so similar. 

However, Nicole didn't care and directly said, "After the auction ends, you bring Laurence and leave. 

They won't suspect you." 

"I'm not leaving!" 

Nicole went blank for a short while. 

"What?" 

"You bought me, and I am yours. If you want to save Samuel, I will go with you. Although I am not as 

miraculous as Adela said, I do have the ability to find him. You can bring me along without losing 

anything." 

Laurence looked at Adela and whispered, "Be careful yourself. Leave here when it's over." 

"Okay, be careful." 

Adela didn't argue on it. 

Nicole didn't quite believe Laurence, but she couldn't care too much now. It was good to have an extra 

pair of hands. 

"Hurry up, I'll deal with your condition now." 

Nicole gave the antidote to Adela. 



"How did you know I could give an injection?" 

Adela was puzzled. 

whispered, "Although you wore Chanel's perfume, you still couldn't hide the smell of soda on you. I 

think you're 

stared at Nicole and said, "Adela is not a nurse or a doctor, but a medical doctor. 

not interested in Adela's 

to find Samuel before the auction 

her family background, Adela took the 

his body and whispered, "Let's 

you know where to 

Nicole was puzzled. 

go and take a look at the back. It's impossible to lock Samuel up in the auction 

chased a human trafficker here and then he disappeared. 

turned around and 

Nicole and Laurence leave. Although she was reluctant to part with them, she did not say anything. 

Adela sat in 

Laurence came out 

to cover up her 

suddenly said, "Have 

not what you 

a little 

about being reminded twice today that she had plastic 

look 

want it. If I had my choice, I definitely wouldn't have had this face. But I 

was a little 

delayed by Adela and Laurence for a 

Laurence frowned slightly. 

this face for 

energy and I don't want to talk about it with you, okay? I don't want to talk about 

"Alright." 



very cooperative and Nicole was slightly stunned. Especially Laurence smiled 

in a daze. She had to admit that Laurence was 

on, don't smile at 

suddenly said, and with 

and 

and Laurence hurriedly 

Nicole thought she was holding 

have any 

her, Laurence should be an experiment. So he should especially hate 

"Sorry." 

Nicole hurriedly apologized. 

Laurence froze. 

been watched closely as he grew up. Every part of his body was studied by others. No one cared about 

Laurence's feelings, let alone apologized to him. Apart from Adela, 

have to apologize to me. My body temperature is different from a normal 

"Let's go." 

security guards walk over, Nicole got up and left, but was stopped 

familiar with this 

Laurence or 

and Laurence could always hide 

did 

to be very familiar 

have you 

"For two days." 

have guessed what Nicole was thinking. Laurence whispered, "I 

"Oh." 

didn't say anything 

was surprising 

all the 



different scene at the 

Chapter 555 It Was Simply Too Unexpected 

"What should we do?" 

Nicole was a little anxious. 

Laurence looked around. It was a warehouse-like room. There was nothing but some old clothes. 

Normally, there wouldn't be any mechanism. 

Laurence sniffed and whispered, "There should be another exit to this room." 

"What?" 

Nicole looked at Laurence in confusion. 

"I can smell something different." Laurence said. 

"Smell? Do you really have the nose of a bloodhound?" 

Laurence could hear Nicole didn't mock him. Although what Nicole said was unpleasant to the ear, 

Laurence still said, "It's a lumber-room. There's a smell of dust, but there's also another smell, like soda." 

"Soda?" 

Nicole couldn't follow Laurence's train of thought. 

'How come there's soda here?' 

Laurence ignored Nicole's doubts and quickly searched. 

After a few minutes, Laurence stood in front of a wall and frowned slightly. 

"What's the matter?" 

"This should be the exit, but I can't find the switch." 

Hearing Laurence's words, Nicole walked over doubtfully. 

Nicole looked up and down and found nothing wrong. 

"I think I need to consult someone." 

"Who?" 

Laurence didn't know that Nicole still had a helper. 

Nicole whispered, "My son, who called me just now." 

"How old is your son?" 

"He's four years old!" 

With that, Nicole did not look at Laurence's surprised expression. She directly turned on her phone and 

called Lucas. 



"Lucas, do you think this is the exit? How do I get out of this wall?" 

Lucas watched the video and whispered, "Mommy, turn on your phone cable. I need to operate on the 

computer." 

"Alright." 

Nicole did exactly as Lucas said. 

Laurence stood by and was a little surprised when he saw this. Laurence couldn't even believe that there 

would be such a talented child in the world. However, when Laurence thought about what he 

encountered, he became indifferent. 

Laurence could appear in this world, 

Nicole and 

a bit 

embarrassedly and said, "He's 

Then Samuel 

"Lucas!" 

why Lucas knew so much at such 

quickly 

in front of Nicole suddenly moved and retreated about 

"I'll go." 

simply 

had been locked up here for life, 

"It's actually an exit." 

nothing. It's the effects of using nanotechnology so you think it's a wall. Actually, it's not. It's 

shrugged and Nicole 

Lucas calling Nicole 

good, Lucas hurriedly said, "Mommy, our conversations can't last long. With signal detection, I can't 

hung up the 

shook her head 

was quite wise in 

saw 

had to admit that 



better not smile 

"What?" 

was a little confused, but he 

entered through the door, and one of the switches closed directly. A strong smell of soda rushed 

"Who?" 

as Nicole entered, someone directly 

then did Nicole see clearly that the man 

wrong with 

Finn had shot her. Now that Nicole saw Finn here again, Nicole wasn't surprised, 

Finn didn't seem to recognize Nicole and 

choice but 

same as Finn's. If Nicole wasn't trained by Samuel for a while, she probably would be no 

that Finn's eyes were 

their fight, Laurence whispered, "Finn's been deeply hypnotized. He lost his sense of self. Finn 

what should we do? Can 

Nicole was anxious. 

also the manager of Night Elf Empire. Without Finn, Nicole couldn't figure out businesses here. 

Moreover, Finn was Nicole's man, so how could Nicole let something happen to him 

usually has a password. If you can't find the password but dehypnotize Finn blindly, 

"What's that mean?" 

an idiot or 

Nicole was 

seemed Finn couldn't feel the pain as he fought with Nicole 

Nicole was temporarily cured by Satan King, she still couldn't maintain her extra strength. 

"Finn!" 

and felt that his 

"Finn has a fever!" 

Nicole looked at Laurence. 

but I can bring Finn's fever down. Think about it clearly. After that, if the order is not dispelled, Finn will 

still attack you. Even so, do you have to 



brother, and he came here because of my orders. Now that inn is like this, I can't abandon him. I will 

even drag him 

Nicole looked so determined. 

Chapter 556 Your Life Is Mine 

However, when Lucas heard that, he heaved a sigh of relief. 

Yeah, the one he admired the most in the world was Samuel. Samuel would definitely bring Mommy 

back safely. 

Thinking of that, Lucas felt somewhat at ease. "Mommy, walk along the road in front of you for 200 

meters and then turn right. There is a special room. It requires fingerprint verification, but I've already 

hacked into it. You can open it and get it. You only have a few minutes. Bring them out quickly. I will try 

to use other systems to stop the people outside for a while. Mommy, you gotta hurry up and leave this 

place with Samuel," whispered Lucas. 

"Alright!" 

Nicole dared not waste any time. She knew that Lucas had reached his limit of ability. 

He was not Samuel. Although he was a genius, he was just a kid. 

Laurence didn't say anything. He followed Nicole to walk 200 meters and turn right as Lucas had said. As 

expected, he saw a special room. 

Opening its door needed a password and fingerprint verification. If it was anyone else, he wouldn't be 

able to open it, but for them, it was easy for now. 

Nicole quickly opened the door and Laurence brought Finn inside. 

When Nicole found out that the person lying on the bed was Tim, her eyes instantly became moist. 

Was he the same old Tim? The one she had known before? 

He was now lying there covered in blood, completely unconscious. He used to be clean and tidy but now 

he had become a bloody man. 

"Tim!" 

Nicole quickly ran over and held Tim's hand tightly. 

Tim opened his eyes with difficulty. A smile appeared on his face the moment he saw Nicole. 

"Thank god. I can actually see you in my fantasy. Well, I have no regrets now for I can see you before I 

die. Pitifully, my mother will have no one to take care of her." 

Tim coughed out another mouthful of blood as he spoke. 

"Tim, I am ... I am Nicole. This is not your fantasy, no. Sorry, I'm late. How are you? I'll take you out! I'll 

take you out now!" 

Nicole hurriedly went to support Tim with hand. 



She used all of her strength to help him up, but as he could not stand, they both fell to the ground. 

"Your legs...." 

Nicole looked at Tim's legs in astonishment. 

The extreme pain made Tim more conscious. 

He grunted in pain. And when he felt the warm hug from Nicole, he opened his eyes wide. He realized 

that the person in front of him was really Nicole. 

low voice, "Who told you to come? Go! Leave me alone, hurry up and leave 

all of his strength to push Nicole 

take you out! I'll 

were 

had been in danger for her several times. Now, 

me now. I'm limping. Nicole, I can't walk out of here. You're not strong enough to carry me. You'll have 

to go find 

Nicole was slightly shocked. 

She was heartbroken. 

mainly to bring Tim and Samuel back. But Tim had become like this. She couldn't imagine what had 

on earth 

was he 

do this to Samuel 

simply treated them as experimental subjects or commodities? Or he had something to 

and was extremely worried. But when she saw anticipation in Tim's eyes, she gritted her teeth and said, 

"I'll take you out first! If 

heart 

What did she say? 

she was going to save him first and leave 

matter what he suffered, it 

very brilliant and beautiful, but 

her, would he still be a playboy and live 

his life had changed, and he didn't even know what 

a mountain had been weighing on 



she repay him 

"Stop smiling. Let's go!" 

up and helped 

me first, if I 

Nicole's heart was bleeding. 

"I don't know." 

were no ifs for love. She really 

tear rolled down 

all his feelings had died. He did not need to love anyone 

the big fire, who had brought him a feeling of almost 

that Samuel will be waiting for you wherever he is, right? If he dies, you will die with him, right? You 

choose to save me first, not because I'm more important for you than Samuel, but because you feel that 

you owe me. You think I'm an outsider, and you don't want anything to happen to me 

himself into believing that Nicole chose to save him first for he was special to her. However, as he saw 

the determined look in 

but 

the system here. He won't be able to keep for too long. Let's 

take Tim out, but she was 

was seriously injured, covered with 

eyes and said word by word, "No need. I'm a cripple even after I get out. I never want your guilt or pity. I 

don't want you feel guilty about me. Why don't you just let me stay here? Perhaps this is the 

nonsense are 

Nicole was so enraged. 

on the shoulder, 

don't care if your leg is limp or your arm is broken. I will take you out even if you only have last breath. I 

can wait upon you all my life but I can't leave you here to stay with these ice-cold instruments. It's even 

more impossible for me 

Chapter 557 You Can't Get Me out 

"Wait!" 

"Wait for what? If we wait for any longer, we can't get out." 

Nicole glared at Tim and said, "Didn't I tell you that you can't speak without my orders?" 



"If I told you that Samuel was also here, would you not listen to me but shut me up?" 

Tim looked at Nicole, saying with tongue in cheek. 

He truly hoped that Nicole would leave Samuel behind, but he knew that without Samuel, Nicole would 

no longer be Nicole and she would just be a living corpse. Perhaps things would be even worse than 

that. 

He wished to see Nicole happily living in this world, even though the man who brought her happiness 

was not him. 

This kind of feeling was painful, but it was also comforting. Pain and happiness coexisted, and he could 

not tell what it felt like. 

Nicole was slightly shocked, and she froze. 

She had thought that Samuel was also here, but could she go see him now? She didn't know what it 

would be like to see him. 

Right now, it was already difficult for them to go out. If Samuel was injured seriously like Tim, what 

should she do? 

If there were only her here, she wouldn't care even if she died with Samuel. But now she couldn't let 

Tim and Finn die with her. 

They shouldn't die. 

Nicole tightly closed her eyes, feeling a crushing sense of heartbreak. She said in a low voice, "Let's go." 

Tim thought that he had heard wrongly. He turned his face to look at Nicole. Only then did he see the 

painful expression on her face. 

He understood instantly. 

"You really care so much about Finn's and my life? Aren't you afraid that you won't have a chance to see 

Samuel again after going out?" 

Nicole, of course, had thought about what Tim asked. 

She took a deep breath and responded, "Let's go." 

"Nicole, I don't need you to do like this!" 

Tim wanted to push Nicole away, but failed. 

"Stop wasting your breath. Hurry up and go now. Lucas won't last long." 

Nicole was heartbroken, but she still made such a choice. 

"Nicole! Stop!" 

Tim felt that Nicole's sympathy for him was unbearable. 

"You think I am a cripple and can only be a burden to you, don't you? So you can't wait to take me out, 

right? You love Samuel so much. Now he is so close, but you don't even go to see him. Are you afraid 



that you won't be able to take me out after you see him? Let me tell you, I, Tim, do not need your pity! 

Leave me behind and take him away! So long as you live happily, I am content." 

There was a flicker of great affection in Tim's eyes. 

Who'd have thought, he, who used to be a playboy, would be so affectionate? 

Nicole looked at him and said word by word, "The happiness of Samuel and I must be created by 

ourselves. It can't be based on the sacrifice of anyone else. If it is, we would rather have nothing." 

"You just don't want to owe me a favor, do you? Nicole, don't think that way. Can't you take me as one 

of your own? Why can you leave Samuel behind? He is as strong as I am. Don't you want to know how 

Samuel is now?" 

"Shut up." 

couldn't hold 

She wanted! 

to know 

her heart, her greatest reliance. But now, she couldn't think of him, nor see 

she couldn't bear 

seem to notice Nicole's pain. He continued, "You're afraid. You're afraid that you won't be able to move 

after seeing Samuel, but you still insist on taking me out first. 

what are you talking about? My son is doing his best to help us get out. What are you doing now? Do 

you really want to stay here? Alright, 

spoke, she threw Tim 

"Are you satisfied now?" 

"You--" 

Nicole's action stunned Tim. 

she just 

she really 

if he was disappointed or sad but he knew the pain in his 

turned around 

his head to hide the upset in his 

That was alright. 

go out, he would feel satisfied 

his head, he did not 



suddenly turned 

"You--" 

shock, but before 

"Jibber-jabber. 

Tim was silent. 

lifetime, perhaps only Nicole dared to 

A jerk? 

Maybe. 

a jerk only 

Nicole did, but didn't say 

the most direct and 

to her 

up and leave! My son won't 

"OK." 

behind Nicole and hastily left 

to go, so they followed the way they had just walked. While turning the corner, 

"Be careful." 

support her with hand, so 

shook her head and said, "He 

and women weigh 

carry two people on his back. He only hoped that they could 

as Nicole was about to get up, she touched something, and the door in front of her suddenly rolled up, 

revealing a glass 

That startled Nicole. 

What kind of device is 

back a few steps, 

"Samuel! Samuel!" 

Nicole froze totally. 

there upright without any wounds, as if he was 



mentally and persuaded herself to take Tim and Finn out first, 

"Go!" 

steps and found that Nicole did not follow him. He turned around and saw her looking at the man inside 

the glass door. Her eyes were slightly 

"Who is he?" 

"My husband." 

Nicole said these two words, she felt like her heart was dripping 

"Samuel! Samuel!" 

the glass door like 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 558 She Is Samuel's Only Weakness 

"Won't you regret it? If something happens to him after you leave, won't you regret it for the rest of 

your life? For you women, others are secondary to your lovers, aren't they?" 

Laurence looked at Nicole in confusion. He could feel her sadness and reluctance, and also he admired 

her for her choice. If it was Adela, she would probably risk anything to take him away. 

Thinking of Adela, Laurence looked a little gloomy. 

Nicole did not turn back, nor did she dare to turn back. She could feel that Samuel's eyes had been 

following her. Once she turned back, she would no longer have the courage to leave. 

"Not every woman is what you think." 

Nicole got the entrance where there were already some people waiting. 

"There you are, Mrs. Green." 

Josh stood at the entrance, followed by a few strong bodyguards. 

Nicole looked at him and it occurred to her what she had heard at the Emperor Hotel. She asked, "Who 

did this to Tim?" 

"I did!" 

Josh answered honestly, but what he said made Nicole involuntarily clench her fists. 

"I remember that thanks to Tim, your family's business survived. You are Tim's friend and because of 

that, everyone in the Seapolis City is courteous to you. Why did you treat him so cruelly?" 

Nicole really did not understand why trust between people was fragile. Tim treated him as a friend, but 

he ruthlessly gave Tim a good beating. 

"Mrs. Green, not everyone is as lucky as you." Josh's expression changed slightly. 

"What?" 



"I said you are lucky. Samuel protects you, and Tim helps you. Even the Dons are your family. You also 

have a good friend who will risk everything for you. It has to be said, you're preferred by God. You know, 

as the saying goes, full is a loss. If you didn't have so much, perhaps you would be happily watching the 

tide rise and fall by a seaside, living a calm and carefree life." 

Nicole frowned at Josh's words. 

"What do you want to say?" 

"What I want to say is that you are implicated by Samuel. All of this is none of your business. If you were 

not Samuel's wife, you would be good as well as Tim." 

Nicole suddenly became angry. 

"Are you saying that Tim is implicated by me?" 

"Yes." 

As soon as Josh finished speaking, Nicole gave him a slap. 

"This is the reason why you attacked him? You and he are friends growing up. He thinks of everything 

for you. He could even give you his own woman. But you treat him like this. And now you're telling me 

it's my fault. Josh, I admit that Tim is implicated by me, but this is not the reason why you can hurt him 

at will. Today, I will do to you what you did to him." 

After saying that, Nicole put down Tim. 

Laurence asked in a low voice, "Can you manage it by yourself? There are several people behind him." 

"Help if you can. Shut up if you can't. Just take good care of them." 

Nicole took off her coat. 

had too much anger and 

Josh prepared themselves for fight when they saw Nicole did 

good, I can't bear to 

only to fight, but to seek justice. A person like him is not worthy of having friends like Tim. Tell me, 

which hand of yours hurt 

Are you going to break both 

expression 

and punched him in the 

not enough to bring them out of here. You know, this is Dungeon. 

"Who is Kemp?" 

long wanted to 

"Guess if 



"Bastard!" 

attacked Josh again, 

didn't dodge, as if he had not cared about 

fist stopped 

you doing? You really think I won't beat 

up. I even deserve to die, but I had to do 

"Why?" 

"There's no why." 

words puzzled 

this point, Tim woke 

"Stop!" 

her head and saw that Tim was trying to sit up. She immediately stepped forward to help 

this. 

he looked unreliable, he was actually a 

he had built a relationship 

asked, "I have a question 

"Go ahead." 

which was beyond Nicole's 

Josh and asked word by word, "Back at the club, did you use my phone 

"Yes!" 

Tim's expression changed slightly. 

was also slightly 

that time. Actually, Nicole refused to recall it because it was what once distanced her from Tim. Now she 

was shocked by 

Nicole and continued to ask, "Where 

it to 

knitted his brows as he heard 

who drugged my 

"Yes!" 



you who saved me with all your efforts. You even got your left hand injured and couldn't lift anything 

too heavy even now. Since then, I've treated you 

had a flicker of sorrow in his 

Josh did not answer. 

scold me. It doesn't matter. I 

coldly asked, "Why did you take 

make you go against Samuel. She is Samuel's only 

"Despicable." 

irritated that she wanted to beat Josh up again. 

the relationship between Kemp 

Chapter 559 She's Not My Woman 

"No But. Hurry up and leave!" 

Josh directly pushed Nicole and them in. 

The bodyguards behind Josh wanted to stop them, but he turned around and stopped the bodyguards. 

"Go!" 

Tim took a last look at Josh and said to Nicole, "Let's go!" 

Nicole knew that she could not hesitate at the point. Even if something had happened to Samuel, she 

couldn't stay here for the sake of Tim and Laurence. 

She took a last look in the direction behind her, then swiftly picked up Tim and ran forward with 

Laurence. 

Lucas rang. 

"Mommy, I've already set a few hidden bugs by using computer loopholes. There will be a burst of pipes 

behind you. You take this opportunity to run." 

"I see. Can you help me have a look at the auction?" 

Nicole asked as she ran. 

Lucas quickly changed the page and replied, "It's almost the end. Your private room is already empty. 

She's probably left." 

Hearing Lucas’ words, Laurence heaved a sigh of relief. 

"Perhaps in order to avoid attention, Adela left early." 

"Is it allowed to leave early at auction?" 

Somehow, Nicole felt uneasy. 



"Yes, as long as you give them enough money. I suppose she has some money in hand. Though it's not a 

lot, it's enough to bribe the gatekeepers." 

Laurence knew Adela's habits. 

Hearing Laurence's words, Nicole felt relieved. 

"Let's hurry up and leave." 

As they walked along the road, Nicole didn't pay any attention the sound of water pipes bursting and 

the noises of people behind them. 

Her attention had always been focused on Samuel. 

After they ran out, they found that they were by the riverside where Karina had been saved earlier. 

"So this Dungeon is at the bottom of the river." 

Laurence frowned slightly. 

Nicole looked around and said, "There's a car near here. I drove it here. Tim's legs are not good, but he 

can drive. Take them back and help me ask Gabrielle to take care of my children. As for my mother-in-

law, I will ask my uncle to look after her." 

want to 

Nicole and had guessed her 

thought you would send us back to Seapolis. So you can't 

leave. I have a three-day agreement with Satan King. There's a little girl waiting for 

at what Nicole 

Is 

mentioned you, she had quite a reaction. But at that 

"Why?" 

into the river and almost drowned. Fortunately, she still had one last breath left. I sent her to Satan King 

who saved her life. Now I have 

made 

the river? Didn't I tell her to go to 

seems to have been thrown into the river by Fiona. Besides, Fiona has something to do with Dungeon. I 

don't know 

Tim while Tim felt a little anxious about 

occurred to me that there was someone I could ask for help who had feelings for me. So 

explain it to me. I don't care. I just want to let 



"She's not my woman!" 

could not 

to find Fiona. Now Nicole was wrong about him and he felt especially uncomfortable. He even hated his 

old self. How could he begin to fool 

or not. Take them away quickly. After returning, you need to ask Blair to 

But I'm worried about you to be 

Tim was truly worried. 

where even he and Samuel were trapped here. How could Nicole manage it? Besides, she was 

Tim was suddenly 

now? How is that 

Okay, don't ask. Hurry up and leave. It'll be too late when they catch up. You don't have to worry about 

me. With Lucas helping me from afar and Satan King here, they don't dare to do anything to me. 

was still 

is Satan King? There are actually so many mysteries in such a remote place. When I return to Seapolis, I 

will 

Tanks? Why don't send 

mocking glance, then threw him into the driver's seat, and gave him the 

you going to get out of 

that he was boasting, so he tried to make it less 

me. As long as Samuel 

to Samuel, Tim said, "You know, Samuel's 

that no matter when, Samuel won't 

a firm voice, which 

okay, he's the best. Be careful. I know that I can't help you even if I stay. The only thing I can do for you 

is to take care of the people you want to take care of. Don't 

Nicole heaved a sigh of 

go now. Have a 

My life is yours. I'm not dead yet, so 

Tim said seriously. 

that, Nicole felt pretty 

Vincent head-on, you'd better not get involved. I'd rather you leave the 



not stupid. I'm 

to throw Finn into the car and 

he would only be a burden to 

left and said to Laurence, "Alright, now I've finished my business. You can go. Go find Adela. From 

your man. I won't leave until I 

Chapter 560 You Did Shock Her 

"Who are you? What are you doing here?" 

When Nicole entered the hospital, a nurse came to block her way. 

"I'm here to see Satan King." 

Nicole looked at the nurse in front of her. She remembered that there was such a nurse when she left 

not long ago. So the nurse had returned now? 

The originally deserted hospital was now almost overcrowded. Most of the people here were patients 

and some were security guards. 

If it wasn't for Nicole's excellent memory, she would have thought that she had gone to a wrong place. 

When the nurse heard Nicole say Satan King, she frowned. 

"Watch your mouth. You don't get to call her Satan King. Call Miss Morgan." 

Only then did Nicole know that Satan King's surname was Clarkson. 

"Miss Morgan? Alright, I'm here to see Miss Morgan." 

"Do you have an appointment? If you don't have, you can't see Miss Morgan. She is very busy." 

After the nurse finished speaking, she asked the security guards to drive Nicole away. 

Nicole sighed and said, "I have a three-day appointment with her. My friend Karina is still here." 

"Karina?" 

The nurse frowned again. She looked up and down at Nicole and said coldly, "Wait." 

After saying that, she directly walked in. 

There was a commotion outside. Nicole was somewhat anxious because it was probably caused by the 

people from Dungeon who chased after her. 

Just as Nicole felt that she was about to be discovered by those people, the nurse walked out. 

"Come in." 

Only then did Nicole let out a sigh of relief. 

Laurence looked around and whispered, "So strangely. They've already here. Why don't they dare to 

move forward?" 



Nicole was slightly surprised. She subconsciously looked around and realized that there were people 

from Dungeon everywhere around the corner. 

She sneered, "They don't dare. Come on, let's go in." 

After saying that, Nicole took the lead to walk in. 

Laurence did not know the reason, but he still followed Nicole in. Just as they entered, a figure quickly 

climbed over the wall and entered, too. 

The nurse brought Nicole to Satan King's office. 

Satan King was absorbed in working on something, so she did not notice the arrival of Nicole and the 

others at all. Karina stood by and when she saw Nicole return, there was a trace of surprise in her eyes. 

"I'm back." 

Nicole smiled brightly at Karina, but Karina immediately turned her face away to avoid the warm smile. 

She thought she was a bad girl. 

Samuel were waiting for Nicole to save them, but she asked Nicole to deal with Fiona first. She was 

did not dare to 

sorry, I didn't deal with Fiona. But don't worry. She will get what she 

"How's he doing?" 

Karina wrote. 

but his life is not in danger. I've 

Karina heard how Tim 

was really 

personal grudge, she 

save Tim earlier, he 

her 

of your business. Don't be like this. Tim will be fine. Don't worry. 

"OK." 

Karina nodded. 

didn't disturb her and just asked Laurence to sit down. She then 

Karina shook her head. 

pulled Karina to her side and sat 

speak, she was so quiet that 



her, feeling a little 

can live with 

were slightly 

she really didn't know where she should go. She was very touched by Nicole's words, but 

a place to 

Karina nodded. 

I'll take you 

time, Karina 

done with her work. Only then did she realize that there were 

Laurence, her 

"Medicine Man?" 

said as she 

King's eyes. She hurriedly took a step 

"What are you doing?" 

frowned when she 

must have been used as a test subject before his birth. 

And he's 

was shocked 

to defend him in public like this and she only dared to secretly give him some comfort 

Nicole for less than a day, but she actually pulled him behind her to 

he felt. He just looked 

Satan King's face darkened. 

tell me you had such a 

with you? We cooperate 

King felt quite uncomfortable with Nicole's 

really bold. Don't forget, your life is still 

so, you are not allowed to hurt 

if I 

"You try it!" 



exuded a 

back and say something, but she whispered, "Don't be afraid. With 

I'll hand you over? At that time, the medicine man behind you will be mine and I'll do 

promise that before you hand me over, I will send you to chat with the King of 

was not joking 

that idea at 


